We study the integrability of the two-spin elliptic Gaudin model for arbitrary values of the Hamiltonian parameters. The limit of a very large spin coupled to a small one is well described by a semiclassical approximation with just one degree of freedom. Its spectrum is divided into bands that do not overlap if certain conditions are fulfilled. In spite of the fact that there are no quantum phase transitions in each of the band heads, the bands show excited-state quantum phase transitions separating a region in which the parity symmetry is broken from another region in which time-reversal symmetry is broken. We derive analytical expressions for the critical energies in the semiclassical approximation, and confirm the results by means of exact diagonalizations for large systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Excited-state quantum phase transitions (ESQPTs) have recently arisen as a subject of great interest in the study of quantum many-body systems with few degrees of freedom [1] [2] [3] [4] . A quantum phase transition (QPT) is characterized by a nonanalytic change in the properties of the ground state (GS) of the system at a certain critical value of a control parameter [5] , i.e., a parameter that controls a particular term in the Hamiltonian, like the interaction strength or the intensity of an external field. The critical point separates a symmetric phase from another phase with a broken symmetry, or in some cases two different broken symmetry phases. Analogously, an ESQPT describes a similar phenomenon but extended to the excited states in the spectrum [1, 6] . It implies that the properties of certain excited states become nonanalytical at the critical value of the control parameter, or that the spectrum of a system with fixed values of all control parameters becomes singular at a certain critical energy. In general, QPTs and ESQPTs are related in the sense that an ESQPT is usually seen as the propagation of the QPT to excited states in the symmetry-broken phase.
ESQPTs have been identified in an important number of collective models, like the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick (LMG) [7, 8] , the Dicke and Tavis Cummings models [9] , the interacting boson model [10] , the molecular vibron model [11] , and in atom-molecule condensates [12] . They have also been found in other quantum models which become semiclassical in certain limits, like the kicked-top [13] or the Rabi model [14] . Experimental signatures of these transitions have been observed in molecular systems [15] , superconducting microwave billiards [16] , and spinor condensates [17] .
Despite all these analytic and experimental results, ESQPTs suffer from some significative problems that preclude a complete understanding of the phenomenon. Among them, the most relevant is the absence of a clear order parameter (see, for example [4] ). A promising alternative lays in the existence of symmetry-breaking equilibrium states at one side of the transition [18] , entailing the irreversible restoration of the symmetry when the critical energy is crossed [19] .
In this work, we study the integrable two-spin elliptic Gaudin model (TSEGM) [20] to shed some light on the foundations and features of ESQPTs, as well as on the properties of this recently recovered integrable model [21] .
In general, ESQPTs are quantum manifestations of a classical bifuraction in phase space. They take place in the limit in which the quantum system approaches its classical counterpart. In the LMG, Dicke, vibron, and atom-molecule models the ESQPT occurs in the thermodynamical limit, N → ∞, where N is the number of two-level atoms [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] . From this point of view, this phase transition is similar to thermal [22] or quantum phase transitions [5] . Notwithstanding, a large number of atoms is not required for this kind of critical phenomenon. For example, it has been recently shown that they also exist in the Rabi model, which consists of just one two-level atom interacting with a single frequency field [14] . In this case, the classical limit is reached when the ratio among the level splitting of the atom and the frequency of the field tends to infinity [23] . Under these circumstances the field can be treated classically, and therefore the model is described by means of two classical energy surfaces, each one corresponding to an eigenvalue of the remaining quantum part of the Hamiltonian, and having just one classical degree of freedom.
The TSEGM admits different semiclassical descriptions. The obvious one arises when the two spins tend to infinity, s 1 → ∞ and s 2 → ∞. The resulting description consists of a classical energy surface H (φ 1 ,ψ 1 ; φ 2 ,ψ 2 ), with two classical degrees of freedom. This description is similar to the usual one for algebraic two fluid bosonic models [24] . However, as we shall see below, this limit s 1 → ∞ and s 2 → ∞ does not produce ESQPTs. Thus, we deal in this work with another semiclassical limit obtained when a small spin s 2 couples with a very large spin s 1 → ∞. This situation is very similar to the one in which QPTs and ESQPTs appear in the Rabi model [14] : the small spin remains quantum, whereas the large is described classically. We will show below that ESQPTs appear under these circumstances. Furthermore, these transitions occur without the corresponding QPTs in the ground state. This result, together with all the well known results about ESQPTs, suggets that the main requirement for the occurrence of an ESQPT is neither having a large number of particles behaving in a collective way, nor a QPT in the GS that propagates to higher energies, but the fact that the quantum system can be faithfully described by semiclassical approximation with a finite number of degrees of freedom and a bifurcation in the classical phase space.
Moreover, our study in the TSEGM suggests that the ESQPTs are not just quantum manifestations of a classical phenomenon, but they also preserve some quantum properties. The most important one is the possibility of breaking certain discrete symmetries. For the TSEGM, the critical energy separates a region of broken parity symmetry, from another region of broken time-reversal symmetry. This feature constitutes a generalization of previous results showing that crossing an ESQPT comprises the appearance of degenerate parity doublets [18] , which imply important dynamical consequences like the ones discussed in [19] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the two-spin elliptic Gaudin model and prove that it is always integrable by a second independent integral of motion. In Sec. III we study two discrete symmetries of the model: parity and time reversal. In Sec. IV we study the ESQPTs both analytically and numerically. Finally, in Sec. V we summarize our conclusions.
II. INTEGRABILITY OF THE TWO-SPIN GAUDIN MODEL
The elliptic Gaudin model was proposed by Gaudin [20] as a particular family of integrable spin Hamiltonians with a fully anisotropic spin-spin interaction. The N commuting Gaudin integrals of motion for a system of N arbitrary spins S 
In order to fulfill the integrability conditions [R i ,R j ] = 0, the matrices J α must satisfy the Gaudin conditions (1) can be expressed (Ref. [25] ) by means of the doubly periodic elliptic Jacobi functions of modulus k, sn(z,k), cn(z,k) and dn(z,k) (for brevity, in general, we will not explicitly write the modulus k), and a set of N arbitrary coefficients z i as
However, there are only N − 1 independent integrals of this kind, since the matrices J α are antisymmetric and the sum N i R i is zero. A general expression for the remaining independent integral of motion was found by Sklyanin and Takebe [26] in terms of Weierstrass's elliptic and ζ functions.
The exact solution of the integrable elliptic model for a system of N spins 1/2 was obtained by means of the algebraic Bethe ansatz [26] and later generalized to N arbitrary spins [21] .
Let us now consider the particular case of two arbitrary spins defining the TSEGM. Taking N = 2 in (1), the model Hamiltonian is the first Gaudin integral of motion R 1 (note that R 2 = −R 1 ),
In order to demonstrate that the two-spin system is quantum integrable, we will construct an independent second integral of motion Q by algebraic means without introducing new special functions. Let us define a symmetric quadratic operator for two spins, Q = q 
We want to determine the set of coefficients q ij that satisfies the integrability condition [H,Q] = 0. After some algebraic manipulations we get 
From the first and second equations we get (q
, and therefore both equations are equivalent. The third equation is just the sum of (5) and (6) and can be neglected.
In order to search for nontrivial solutions we will assume, without lost of generality, that q α 11 = q α 22 (all other possibilities would lead to trivial solutions), and study the set of equations (5). This is a linear homogeneous system of equations for the unknowns q ij in terms of the arbitrary coefficients J α . If we order the vector of unknowns as b = (q 
This is a matrix of dimension 6 and rank 3. Therefore, the system (5) has three linear independent solutions. Two of them are trivial, and the third one defines the independent integral of motion Q,
This solution of the TSEGM exists for arbitrary values of J α and the system is always integrable. Even though the coefficients J α could be expressed in terms of elliptic function as in (2), for simplicity we continue using this parametrization. We will restrict ourselves to the parameter region J 
III. SYMMETRIES OF THE TWO-SPIN ELLIPTIC GAUDIN MODEL
The two-spin integrals of motion (3) and (4) break the su(2) symmetry associated with the conservation of the total spin S and the u(1) symmetry associated with the conservation of the z component of the total spin S z . However, the model preserves two discrete Z 2 symmetries. One of these is associated with a π rotation of every spin around an arbitrary axis. Assuming z as the quantization axis, a rotation by an angle π around this axis is related to the parity operator
with eigenvalues +1 for positive parity and −1 for negative parity. The second discrete symmetry is the time reversal. Taking into account that the time-reversal operator is antiunitary, it can be expressed as
In order to analyze the action of the parity and the time-reversal operators on an arbitrary state |ψ of the two-spin system, we will expand it in the uncoupled basis of
Applying these operators we get
where η is an arbitrary phase which does not depend on m 1 or m 2 . From these expressions it is straightforward to obtain the action of the commutator,
Hence, if the total spin is integer we get [ , ] = 0, whereas if the total spin is half integer [ , ] = 0. As a consequence, every eigenstate of H and Q can be labeled (simultaneously) by and for integer total spin, and by either or for a half-integer total spin. The fact that and do not commute for half-integer total spin systems entails a very significant consequence for the structure of the corresponding spectra. Let us consider a state with positive parity defined as
where the superindex + indicates that the sum is restricted over the set of m 1 and m 2 such that s 1 + s 2 + m 1 + m 2 is even; thus the phases appearing in Eq. (8) are always equal to 1. Now, if we act with the time-reversal operator (9) on | + , we obtain
Let us concentrate in the parity of the resulting state, computing | + . For integer total spin, s 1 + s 2 + m 1 + m 2 and s 1 + s 2 − m 1 − m 2 are both even (or odd). The resulting phase in Eq. (8) is +1 in this case, consequently | + = | + and the time-reversal operator does not change the parity of the state. This result comes from the fact that [ , ] = 0 for total spin integer. Analogously, for a state of negative parity we also obtain a state of negative parity | − = − | − . On the other hand, for systems with half-integer total spin, whenever 
As we have already established above, there are two options to label the eigenstates of H and Q for a half-integer spin system. For instance, by means of the quantum numbers of H and (energy and parity),
However, we can also choose H and , obtaining two different labels for the eigenstates, Taking into account (13), we can write
Since |E n,± is an eigenstate of H , we conclude that E n,+ = E n,− . Therefore, all energy levels are degenerate in pairs for half-integer spin systems. This is a manifestation of the Kramer's degeneracy [27] .
For integer spin systems, the eigenstates of H and Q have good parity and time-reversal quantum numbers, but no exact degeneracies in the spectrum. Nonetheless, in the limit J y = J x both integrals commute with the total z component S z 1 + S z 2 , and in the limit J y = J z both integrals commute with the total x component S
Due to these extra symmetries the spectrum in both cases is double degenerate.
As an example we show in Fig. 1 the spectra of the two integrals of motion H (3) and Q (4) for a system with s 1 = 19/2, s 2 = 1/2, J x = 2, and J z = 1, as a function of J y . The eigenstates of the system are a mixture of states with integer total spins s = 9 and 10. As seen in the figure, the spectrum of H is divided in two bands. In each of the bands, as well as in the spectrum of Q, we observe an accumulation of energy levels the constitutes a precursor of an ESQPT. In the lower band of H and in Q, this accumulation moves from the upper part of the spectrum to the lower part, reaching the ground state for J y = J x = 2. At this limit, both integrals of motion commute with the third component of the total spin S z . Beyond this limit (J y > J x ) one can always perform a rotation in π around the z axis such that S y → −S x and S x → S y , which amounts to interchange J y with J x in H and Q. Therefore, the model is in the same phase at both sides of the limit J y = J x = 2.
IV. EXCITED-STATE QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITIONS
In this section we study first the TSEGM (3) in the semiclassical approximation (s 1 → ∞) and then with exact diagonalizations for large values of s 1 .
A. Semiclassical approximation
The analog of the thermodynamic limit is obtained when the large spin s 1 → ∞, and the small spin s 2 remains finite. In this limit, the large spin s 1 can be described classically as
Inserting in the Hamiltonian (3), it is approximated as 
In the basis |s 2 m 2 this is a tridiagonal matrix of dimension n = 2s 2 + 1 that reads 
with
. For a system with a large single spin, like the LMG model, the same classical approximation is enough to obtain the critical coupling constant for the QPT [28] , and the critical energy of the ESQPT, together with the smooth behavior of the physical observables at both sides of the transitions [7] . For our two-spin model, a similar picture can be obtained by diagonalizing (19) . The corresponding eigenvalues are obtained from the recurrence formula for the determinant of a tridiagonal matrix with a subsequent factorization of the characteristic polynomial [29] . For a half-integer spin s 2 , the characteristic polynomial is 
for k = 1,2, . . . ,
. For integer spin systems, the characteristic polynomial is
with roots
for k = 1,2, . . . ,s 2 , together with λ = 0. These results can be understood considering that each eigenvalue λ k (θ,φ) is an energy band, comprising a subset of eigenvalues of the quantum system. The complete spectrum consists of the union of all these energy bands. This picture is specially revealing if the bands do not overlap. Then, each energy surface λ k (θ,φ) describes a different part of the spectrum, and hence the analysis of its singular points suffices to determine both the edges of the band and the critical energy of the ESQPT. On the contrary, if two or more bands overlap, a mixture of different energy surfaces is required to properly describe the spectrum. As a consequence the simple phenomenology arising from nonoverlapping bands becomes blurred. As we shall see below, this fact also implies that ESQPTs are progressively ruled out as the number of overlapping bands increases. Therefore, it is useful to determine the limits of the different bands, and to derive under which conditions all of them are well separated. From the general analysis that follows we have to exclude the particular cases s 2 = 1/2 and s 2 = 1 for which there is no overlap between bands for any value of the coupling constants. A straightforward calculation shows that the upper and lower limits of each band are
where α k = (2k − 1)/2 if s 2 is a half integer, and α k = k, if s 2 is an integer. Note that in both cases, α k = −s 2 ,−s 2 + 1, . . . ,s 2 . Hence, if
all bands are separated, and therefore their classical structure gives a good approximation for the behavior of the TSEGM (3).
As the widest bands are the ones at the edges of the spectrum, the most restrictive condition is
provided that s 2 > 1. Taking into account that we restrict ourselves to the parameter region J , we obtain the following condition:
for not having overlaps between the different bands in the spectrum. If this last condition is fulfilled, the semiclassical analysis provides a good description of the physics inside each band, including the critical points of the corresponding ESQPTs.
As the functional form of every energy band E/s 1 = λ k (θ,φ) is the same, we can obtain valuable information just by drawing a contour plot of this function for a representative case. In Fig. 2 , we show a contour plot for the first negative root k = 1, with J x 12 = 3, J y 12 = 2, and J z 12 = 1 and a half integer s 2 . We remark the following features: (a) for E/s 1 < −1, each curve of constant energy is split in two different regions: one centered at (θ,φ) = (π/2,0), and the other centered at (θ,φ) = (π/2,π ); (b) for E/s 1 > −1, each curve of constant energy is split again in two different regions, one with θ < π/2, and the other with θ > π/2, and both covering the whole range 0 φ < 2π ; (c) the separatrix at E/s 1 = −1 is a nonanalytic curve, which crosses itself at (θ,φ) = (π/2,π/2) and (θ,φ) = (π/2,3π/2). This picture coincides with Eqs. (24) and (25) , determining the upper and the lower bounds of every band. Furthermore, the nonanalytic points of the separatrix at E/s 1 = −1 correspond to the saddle points of the surface λ k (θ,φ),
From a physical point of view, these features entail a number of relevant consequences. Let us suppose that the system evolves from a certain initial condition, with a specific value 052110-5 In other collective systems, a similar change of the symmetry-breaking behavior at a certain critical energy E c is a signature of an ESQPT. For example, in the LMG model the parity symmetry can only be broken below the critical energy (E < E c ) implying that S x = 0. Also, the classical separatrix between these two regions is a nonanalytic curve, which crosses itself at the saddle point of the energy surface H (p,q). Therefore, all the results shown in this section suggest that every energy band of the TSEGM (3), provided that the condition (28) is fulfilled, has en ESQPT at the critical energy given in Eq. (29) . As a consequence, we can conclude that the energies
are the critical energies of the ESQPT within each band.
On the other hand, there are no signatures of equivalent critical phenomena in the GS energy of the system or in each of the band heads. Contrary to what has been observed in all the collective models having ESQPTs, this phase transition does not follow from ground state QPT which propagates to excited states.
Upon inspection of Eqs. (24), (25) , and (29) or S y → S z , which does not alter the structure of the energy bands.
B. Exact diagonalization of the quantum system
The semiclassical description of the previous section can be tested against the exact numerical diagonalization of Eq. (3) for large systems. In Fig. 3 we show the density of states of a system with s 1 = 9999/2 and s 2 = 9/2, for energies lower than zero (the total spectrum is approximately symmetric around E = 0). In panel (a), we display a case with J . Despite of this fact, we still see cusp singularities in the first two bands. In addition, there is a jump in the density of states signaling the energy region at which these two bands overlap. The cusp singularity is a remanent of the ESQPT, which is still present because the overlap between the first and the second bands is not too large. On the contrary, the jump is not an ESQPT despite its nonanalytic behavior. It arises as a consequence of the overlap between the two bands. The point at which the jump takes place is the one at which the second band starts, and the abrupt increase of the density of states reflects the fact that a new set of energy levels appears at this energy.
The remaining three bands behave in a similar way as in panel (a), because they do fulfill the condition (28) . The density of states in panel (c) shows no clear traces of cusp singularities up to the fifth band due to the mixture between the lower bands. Here the condition (28) only holds for the fifth band, and this is the unique band which is clearly separated from the rest, displaying a neat signature of an ESQPT. Finally, panel (d) presents results for a case where none of the bands fulfill Eq. (28) . As a consequence the mixture of bands destroys most of the signatures of the ESQPTs in the density of states, the fifth band being the only one which retains a precursor of the cusp singularity.
The results shown in Fig. 3 provide a quantitative test of the semiclassical predictions. Eqs. (24), (25) , and (29) Fig. 3(a) , this correction is E ∼ 10 −3 , in excellent agreement with the exact results.
Besides this cusp singularity in the density of states, another signature of the ESQPT is the change from double-degenerate energy levels to nondegenerate energy levels, as is the case in the LMG or the Dicke models. More general models in higher dimensions display a degeneracy of different angular momentum states at one side of the critical energy, which is broken on the other side [3] . This fact is closely related to the different possibilities of symmetry breaking at both sides of the transition. In both the LMG and the Dicke models, the parity symmetry can only be broken below the critical energy. Within this region, the spectrum has parity doublets, any combination of such eigenstates is also an eigenstate, and thus it is possible to find steady-state states in which the parity symmetry is broken. On the contrary, if the energy is above the critical, there is no possibility of such a symmetry breaking. The picture of the TSEGM differs from the other models due to the existence of two Z 2 symmetries, parity , and time reversal . However, as it has been discussed in the previous section, ESQPT could also separate two regions with different broken symmetries. In this case, the classical approximation states that below the critical energy only the parity symmetry can be broken, while above the critical energy only time-reversal symmetry can be broken. We then expect parity doublets below the critical energy, and time-reversal doublets above it. −8 , we consider that the pair constitutes a doublet (different quantitative results are obtained with other bounds, but the qualitative shape of the ratio persists); (iv) finally, we determine the nature of the doublets by studying the parity and time-reversal quantum number of each level in the pair. If the two energy levels have the same time-reversal quantum number and opposite parity quantum numbers they form a parity doublet. If they have the same parity quantum number and opposite time-reversal quantum numbers they form a time-reversal doublet. As it can be seen in Fig. 4 , the numerical results plainly confirm the previous description of the ESQPT. The critical energy is characterized by cusp singularity in the density of states, and the nature of the doublets changes abruptly from parity to time reversal.
The behavior of the doublets is more complex if the bands overlap. In Fig. 5 we plot the density of states and the ratio of doublets for J is broken. For higher energies the bands start to overlap reflecting a mixture of parity and time-reversal doublets.
Expectation values of certain observables can be useful to identify the critical energy of an ESQPT. Though they are not order parameters, they do show a nonanalytic behavior at the critical point. For the TSEGM, the choice of these observables is complicated because of the two Z 2 discrete symmetries and the presence of degeneracies. Every energy level E n with well defined parity satisfies S x n = 0. Analogously, for every energy level E n with well defined time reversal S z n = 0. Therefore, systems with total integer spin have S x n = S z n = 0 in the eigenbasis with good and , while for systems with total half-integer spin we can choose an eigenbasis conserving either or . Alternatively, and due to the degeneracies, it is possible to use an eigenbasis without well defined values of or . For the case of integer total spin, we can select an eigenbasis for which S x n = 0 below the critical energy, and S z n = 0 above the critical energy. For half-integer total spin systems, we can select an eigenbasis for which S x n = 0 and S z n = 0 for any doublet, or vice versa. In this regard, we choose the total spin S 2 and the square of the z component (S z ) 2 , which are free of these ambiguities, as signatures of the ESQPT.
In Fig. 6 we plot S 2 n oscillate, depending on the band to which the level E n belongs. Nevertheless, we can still see a residue of the critical points. It is also worthwhile to mention that the different bands, though overlapping, are still roughly characterized by a fixed value of s, which corresponds to s(s + 1)/(s 1 + s 2 ) 2 = 0.9666, 0.9705, 0.9744, 0.9783, and 0.9822 for the five bands plotted in the figure, which are pretty similar to the numerical results.
V. SUMMARY
We have shown that the two-spin Gaudin model is quantum integrable for arbitrary spins and arbitrary values of the coupling constants by finding a second integral of motion Q, which always fulfills [H,Q] = 0. The model has two discrete symmetries, parity and time reversal . However, these two symmetries do not commute if the total spin of the system is half integer. As a consequence, the complete set of commuting operators can be either {H,Q, } or {H,Q, }, and all the energy levels are double degenerated. On the contrary, [ , ] = 0 if the total spin is an integer, and therefore the complete set of commuting operators is {H,Q, , }.
If a small spin is coupled to a very large spin, the TSEGM has ESQPTs. For a finite large spin, numerical diagonalizations show finite-size precursors for such transitions, the critical behavior being reached when the size of the larger spin tends to infinity. If certain conditions of the coupling constants are fulfilled, the spectrum of the model is divided into independent bands, each one characterized by just one semiclassical degree of freedom. Each band displays an ESQPT, with a critical energy E c which can be obtained from a semiclassical description. This critical energy splits the band into a region in which the parity symmetry is broken, from another region in which the time-reversal symmetry is broken. Moreover, the density of states and the expectation values of selected spin operators become singular at this energy value, showing a similar behavior as, for example, the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model. On the contrary, if the conditions required for having an ESQPT are not fulfilled, the different bands overlap and singularities are washed out.
In a different respect, this model constitutes an interesting example of a system in which ESQPTs take place without reaching a proper thermodynamical limit (neither the number of spin tends to infinity, nor does the size of all of them). Furthermore, contrary to what has been reported prior to this work in all other systems analyzed, the ESQPT exists without the corresponding QPT. These facts allows us to conclude that the main requirements for having ESQPTs are (i) the system has a proper semiclassical limit with a finite number of degrees of freedom, and (ii) the corresponding phase space undergoes a bifurcation. Moreover, we have also shown that ESQPTs in the TSEGM have a quantum origin due to the mechanism of abruptly changing from one discrete broken symmetry to another discrete broken symmetry when crossing the critical energy.
The TSEGM can be consider as an schematic model of the interaction of a central electron spin with the nuclear spins of a quantum dot in the limit in which the dot spins are reduced to a single collective spin. A typical number of nuclear spins in quantum dots is ∼10 4 -10 6 resulting in a very large collective spin. The strong anisotropies induced by the quadrupole coupling between the electron spin and the quantum dot, when it is comparable to the hyperfine interaction, could be modeled by our TSEGM Hamiltonian (3). The study of decoherence [8] and relaxation effects in these systems [30] could give clues about the presence of ESQPTs.
Extensions to systems with three or more spins can be employed to explore the properties of ESQPTs in systems with few semiclassical degrees of freedom. The existence of integrable limits, like the elliptic Gaudin model, could be useful to study the relation between this type of critical phenomenon and the emergence of quantum chaos.
